HOLIDAY HIGHLIGHTS
FARNE ISLANDS
8-15 July 2017
Guide:

Julian Sykes

Guests:

Helen Baker, Barbara
Katherine Williams

Day 1

Julian meets up with Katy and then Helen at Newcastle train station having
already sorted out the minibus for the week. So minutes later we are
heading out of the city and north along the infamous A1. Thankfully it is quiet
today and we make good time arriving at our accommodation for the week
about 90 minutes later. We check-in just as Evina arrives from her walk
to the beach as she has been here a couple of hours already. Later Steve and
Barbara get here but with dinner now at 6:30pm it's difficult to organise
a group walk.
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Julian decides on a short walk and takes the minor road out of the village
to the coast and see Dunstanburgh Castle and the mighty North Sea for the
first time. He now meets up with Helen also out for a pre-dinner stroll,
so a good start to the list as we find a lovely male Yellowhammer, plus
a cracking male Stonechat and several Pied Wagtails and Meadow Pipit
as we cross the golf course. At the lovely sandy beach we scan the sea and
adjacent rocks, seeing Oystercatcher, Gannet, Black-headed, Lesser
Black-backed and Herring Gulls along with lots of auk's and terns but they
are too far away for positive identification.
Time is moving on so we start back and Julian hears the ‘reel’
of a Grasshopper Warbler and finds it on a nearby ‘umbelifa’ getting the
telescope on it, which is fabulous. We now need to be back at the hotel and
walk purposefully back seeing a couple of Goldfinches and Common Swifts
hawking insects over this very quaint village. We get back and quickly head
off for a quick freshen up before reconvening in the hotel’s restaurant.
The evening meal is excellent and we are looked after by our lovely hostess
Danielle ahead of retiring into the lounge with hot drinks. Here Julian goes
through the checklist followed by the plan for the week ahead, which sounds
excellent – fingers crossed to some decent weather. We are all tired after
a long day traveling and a little after 9pm we wander off to bed.

Day 2

We wake to a glorious fresh morning and convene at 7:30 by the minibus
for a pre-breakfast visit to Dunstanburgh Golf Club. After the success
of Julian and Helen the previous evening we are keen to try for this very
obliging Grasshopper Warbler but it is a little windy! We get to the car park
very quickly and walk across the fairway seeing Meadow Pipits, Pied Wagtails
and Reed Buntings. On arrival we cannot hear any ‘reeling’ let alone any
locustella warblers, which is a little disappointing. We stay here a while but
with limited time before breakfast at 8am we walk the very short distance
to the beach getting fabulous views of the ruined castle at the south end.
There are Black-headed Gulls around and a Cormorant flies south but
it generally quiet, so we walk slowly back to the minibus stopping for
a couple of Skylarks flying over and the same male Yellowhammer singing
from a nearby Gorse bush – not a bad start to the day. We get back
to the hotel and really enjoy our first buffet breakfast, which certainly doesn't
leave you hungry.
At 9am we are again back at the minibus and Julian is driving us south
through the Tyne Tunnel towards Teeside. It is an hour and half before
we reach our first site at Greatham Creek and the weather now is much
cooler, being much cloudier and a definite chance of rain. We ready
ourselves for another short walk, crossing the road and initially visiting the
Bus Stop Hide. Here we nail our first target – Great White Egret within
seconds of getting here, as it searches for food in the shallow waters.
It is incredible only 20 years ago this species would have caused a national
stir amongst travelling birders but now it's fairly commonplace in certain
parts of the U.K., in fact Helen had seen three together earlier this year
in Somerset. This small pool also holds a few other species including Little
Egret plus Common Terns and Lapwing in a distant field. A good start and
our guide then suggests we walk to the bridge over the River Tees. It takes
minutes to get there but the tide is out, which isn't great, but we soon find
our second target species – Common (or Harbour) Seal and we have
a young one hauled out just below us and gives great views. Julian spots a
couple of gorgeous Summer-plumage Black-tailed Godwits nearby and they
are stunning. We continue to search for another hour seeing several Curlew,
Redshank and Oystercatchers, Stephen spots a Ringed Plover and in the river
Katy and Barbara see another Common Seal. However it's getting towards
midday and Julian announces that we are leaving for Saltholme RSPB, just five
minutes further down the road.
We arrive a little after noon and once we have our packed lunches and kit
sorted we walk into the new and very fancy nature reserve centre. Julian
sorts out the entrance fee and we use the facilities before meeting up at the
picture windows overlooking the bird feeders. This is productive with lots
of activity such as Greenfinch, Goldfinch, Stock Dove and the pleasure
of several lovely Tree Sparrows, which is a fantastic treat for some of us.

Once ready we set off out around the reserve following the path that leads
round the main lake. We initially see Great Crested and Little Grebes, Tufted
Duck and Grey Heron. We stop for a photo op at the Mad Hatters Tea
Party table and during the sunnier periods see Red Admiral, Meadow Brown
and Small White butterflies. Eventually we reach the ‘Wildlife Watchpoint’
hide where we settle down to our ‘filled rolls’, snacks, fruit and drink for
lunch. It is pretty quiet here but Stephen points out a couple of Kestrels
in the distance and around these feeders we see Chaffinch, Great and Blue
Tits, all of which are new to the list. When we have finished we leave this
hide and continue round the lagoon with Katy seeing a Small Tortoiseshell
and Helen a few Common Blue Damselflies. We call in at Paddy’s Pool hide,
which is very good for geese, surprisingly, and having already seen lots
of Greylags, here there are lots of Canada Geese. There has been a Brent
Goose reported but Julian firstly finds a Barnacle Goose amongst it's bigger
cousins, which is incredible. Then Stephen who has remained vigilant finds
the Brent Goose on the edge of the next lagoon, which is brilliant.
The nesting Common Terns are a joy to watch, coming back and forth
to feed their young charges and giving us a taste for the Farne Islands later
in the week. Soon enough we leave here and head for our final place on the
reserve the Saltholme hide. This is again quite productive producing
a beautiful Avocet just metres away, along with more Dunlin and plenty
of Curlew. Evina is scanning with her telescope and sees a drake Common
Pochard followed by a few Gadwall, with Stephen then chipping in with
a Common Sandpiper.
As always in these productive situations time marches on quickly and around
3:30pm we walk back to the visitor centre where a welcome break allows
us to purchase hot drinks or even ice cream for the lucky few. Julian suggests
a ‘plan b’ to his original remit and we offer no argument so off we head back
north and back into Northumberland. North of the city and with a little help
from Stephen we eventually reach the parking area for Linton Ponds. A short
walk along the lane brings views over two small lagoons that hold plenty
of the commoner waterbirds. However we have another target and it isn't
long before we are ‘scoping’ a rather fine summer plumage Slavonian Grebe
– the cherry on the icing of today’s cake! The timing is perfect as we get back
to the minibus having also seen Common Buzzard and Chiffchaff, then drive
straight back to Embleton. Back at the hotel we have time to freshen
up before dinner, which is again excellent followed by our nightly ritual of the
checklist and the next day’s plan – bringing an end to very successful day.
Day 3

After our 8am breakfast we meet up outside the hotel at 9 o’clock as we are
going slightly south of Embleton to the coastal village of Boulmer.
It is a pretty grey and damp morning having rained in the night but at least it’s
fine now as we arrive at the car park 15 minutes later. The tide is well out
and we can also see lots of dog walkers on the beach as we ready ourselves

for a walk. A North American wader has been seen here recently and
we hope to relocate it but it is a lot of coastline to look at!
Once ready we walk out onto the beach were we find lots of Common
Redshank, Dunlin, Curlew and Oystercatchers, so we spend some time
looking through these. The previous day the bird had gone to roost south
of Boulmer so we set off slowly in that direction finding a Great Black-backed
Gull amongst the Black-headed and Herring Gulls roosting on the rocks.
Stephen then sees a large flock of duck flying north out to sea and they are
all Common Scoter followed by a second flock with over 100 individuals
between them. There are Sandwich and Common Terns flying around the
bay and a Cormorant flies south.
The heavy drizzle starts as we continue south checking the waders
as we progress and see lots of Starlings feeding on the seaweed along with
Pied Wagtails and a few Linnets. After about a kilometre the going gets
difficult with some slippery rocks, so Julian stops us just as a small bird flies
up and perches in a nearby shrub. It’s a female Black Redstart and we are
delighted, especially when it eventually puts on a nice show as the rain has
stopped and the conditions are much better. Considering our options Julian
decides to turn around and return to the sandy bay as there are clearly more
waders around there than here. This does not take too long but it’s still now
late morning and our time is marching on. There seems to be even more
birds around now and Julian then points out a lovely partial summer-plumage
Knot amongst the Redshanks. Offshore we get our first decent views
of Gannet and on the sea we look at the Common Eider and Red-breasted
Mergansers drifting by.
We continue north along the beach now watching Little Terns fishing in the
bay followed by another handsome new wader, Bar-tailed Godwit also
in partial breeding plumage. A few Ringed Plovers are seen to fly in but still
not this nearctic wading bird and time is now running out. While we are here
a lady arrives and chats for a while telling us that there are lots of birds a little
bit further north, so with one last throw of the dice we continue along the
beach to Seaton Point. Here there are also lots of Common Redshank and
Dunlin but then Julian and Steve see a likely candidate. We put our
telescopes on the individual and there is a lovely adult Long-billed Dowitcher
feeding amongst the seaweed and rock pools – brilliant. We watch this rare
American vagrant for quite some time until we need to get back to the
minibus as we are already going to be late for lunch but that’s not a problem.
So we slowly trudge back to the car park seeing a couple of Common Gulls
sat amongst their commoner cousins along the way. We are all pretty
weary and getting hungry as we leave Boulmer, but it has been another
excellent morning, despite the inclement weather, which could have
been much worse.

Back at the hotel we have a little time before another excellent meal for
lunch as we are setting off for North Shields later in the afternoon for our
‘White-beaked Dolphin Cruise’. At 4pm and with plenty of time we set off
for the Royal Quay at North Shields, which is surprisingly delay-free and get
there with half an hour to spare! This is okay as we have plenty of time
to get ready with warm clothing, picnic dinner and waterproofs ahead of our
four hour boat trip. A little before 6pm we meet Martin, and with a few
other people, climb aboard an old American lifeboat, which is now being
used for fishing and wildlife cruises.
We slowly set out into the open sea and at the entrance Julian spots
a female Eider, along with Common Terns and several gulls. Herring and
Lesser Black-backed Gulls are our constant companions during the sea
journey, giving astonishingly good views from the back of the boat.
As we head north along the coast we see our first Guillemots, followed
by some plunge-diving Gannets and a Fulmar follows the boat.
A little after 10pm we say “goodbye and thank you” to Martin before driving
back to Embleton, arriving over an hour later, bringing to an end this very
long day.
Day 4

Still a little shell shocked from last night’s late finish we meet for breakfast
and with the help of nourishment and (for most caffeine) we are ready for
a 9pm departure. It takes about 30 minutes to drive the narrow country
lanes south along the ‘coastal route’ on this pretty grey morning but at least
it isn’t raining. Soon enough we arrive at the newly opened Hauxley Nature
Reserve run by the Northumberland Wildlife Trust. This has been a wetland
reserve for many years but has been revamped over the last two and
now boasts a fabulous new visitor centre, hides and footpath – we are all
keen to see it.
We start at the first hide and see a lot of the common species frequenting
the main lagoon such as Shelduck, Tufted Duck, Teal, Gadwall, Little Grebe,
Greylag and Canada Geese along with Lapwings on the island. Arctic Terns
are coming in to bathe and while we are here a large female Sparrowhawk
flies over causing a commotion – good start to the day. On we walk along
the main track stopping next at one of the old hides overlooking the coast
and a couple of feeding stations. Here we get good views of Tree Sparrows,
Great and Blue Tits on the food plus Pheasant, and Stephen spots our first
Robin of the week. Out to sea there are terns passing along with some nice
groups of Gannet. On we go passing a small reed bed seeing Whitethroats in
the Sea Buckthorn, Reed Bunting, Sedge and Reed Warblers in the
phragmites.

The next hide is another big new posh one and is very productive with a few
waders including Black-tailed Godwit, Dunlin and Common Sandpiper.
Then Julian spots a small larid asleep on the water’s edge and through the
telescope confirms it to be a dainty adult winter Little Gull, which is superb.
We stay here a while enjoying these new species but we soon become
conscious of the time heading to midday. So we leave and continue to walk
the track back towards the visitor centre through various different habitats,
which is fantastic for a diversity of wildlife. Eventually we return to the centre
having bypassed a couple of hides but we all agree it has been an excellent
walk and we could easily have spent more time here, which is testament
to the hard work put into the venture. Back at the centre we use their
facilities and even try out the bright and airy café, which also gets the ‘thumbs
up’ from everyone. However it is heading towards lunchtime so we head
back out to the car park as the sun is starting to peek through the clouds.
Our next destination is the famous Druridge Pools NR but enroute we make
a quick detour to check Widdrington Lake. Sadly it’s pretty quiet here apart
from our first Great Crested Grebes of the day and some lovely Common
Spotted Orchids at the side of the road, so on we continue towards
Druridge. Soon enough we reach the minor road that runs between the
beach and the reserve stopping opposite the entrance to the Budge Field
hide. We gather our lunches and scopes and walk down the track towards
the open hide, hearing a Blackcap singing in the nearby trees. At the hide
Katy, Evina and Barbara sit looking out the front while Stephen, Helen and
Julian check the side pools, which proves slightly more productive. The water
levels are not brilliant but there is some exposed mud and we quickly find
some Dunlin roosting with the Lapwing. Then Julian says “Little Ringed
Plover” as he shows us a pair feeding on the edge of a small island.
As we are watching these a Common Snipe also drops in, which is great
as it’s another new wader for the list. All this while eating our sandwiches!
We continue to scan the flooded field but only seeing the usual Mallard,
Gadwall, Greylag Geese, Common Coot and Moorhen. Although, just before
we are about to leave Julian hears a familiar call and says “Green Sandpiper”
as this out-sized House Martin-like wader flies in but sadly lands out of sight.
Maybe we can see it from the other hide?
We walk back to the minibus and drive a very short distance to the next
track, in fact Evina doesn’t have enough time to put her seatbelt on as it's
such a struggle! We first visit the dunes and have a quick look out to sea
as there could be cetaceans. This was good as we first get good views
of a pair of Stonechats followed by lots of Six-spot Burnet Moths and
a Blue-tailed Damselfly. We reach the top of the track and look out over the
huge Druridge Bay with Cresswell village away to the south. This is where
we had reached the previous evening’s boat trip. We could see Gannets,
gulls and terns moving up and down the coast but seeing a few flocks

of Common Scoter on the sea was the highlight. We now return to the main
track and back on to the reserve walking out to its main hide but from here
we see nothing new so quite quickly leave and return to the vehicle.
The next destination is a little further south – Cresswell Ponds and one
of our guides favourite places. We get here to find the water levels have
risen alarmingly and displaced all the breeding Avocets, which is such
a shame. Undeterred we search the edges of this lake and Julian spots a lone
drake Wigeon feeding on the grass. This is then followed by good numbers
of Redshank, Curlew, Lapwing and Black-tailed Godwits at the back of the
pool. It is obviously getting to high tide in Druridge Bay as more waders are
arriving being mainly Curlew and Redshank. One Godwit causes a little
confusion as it has lost all of its colour, very un-like the Black-tailed Godwits
we have been seeing previously. However, after some deliberation we are
confident of its identification as a moulting adult Black-tailed Godwit.
It is now mid-afternoon and we still have at least one more sight to visit
so we again walk back to the minibus and set off for East Chevington NR,
which is not too far away.
This means we have to back track to Druridge Pools and in doing so pass
a couple of people with cameras aimed at a farm building. Stephen then
excitedly says “STOP – there’s a Little Owl on the roof!” It is an incredible
piece of spotting from our slow moving bus as the owl is very well
camouflaged against the stone roof. We manage to pull in and get some
fabulous views of this special bird. After five minutes we carry on and
it doesn’t take long to reach the reserve, parking opposite the track down
to a metal box hide. We walk slowly to the main lagoon stopping for some
lovely Common Spotted Orchids along the way, with Helen giving
a masterclass in Bumblebee identification. At the hide we stand outside as it’s
locked (and uncomfortable) where we listen to the cacophony of terns, gulls
and reedbed warblers plus the squeal of a Water Rail that would
be impossible to see. The large expanse of water has lots of birds but
predominantly the same species although we do get better looks at the
Common Terns washing themselves just below where we are stood.
An island in the middle holds lots more terns and Barbara does well picking
out a ‘short-legged’ Arctic along with several larger Sandwich Terns.
However our ‘hoped-for’ Marsh Harrier, which breed here are not being
cooperative so we need to leave as we do need the services!
Amble Harbour is suggested and this is inspired as it proves
to be a wonderful last hour along this gorgeous stretch of Northumbrian
coastline. After a bit of driving confusion we park at the entrance to the
harbour and walk out towards the sea wall, stopping to use their public
facilities. We follow the boardwalk and at the harbour mouth we stand and
scrutinize the terns that are fishing offshore. This is a challenge as Julian soon

says he has found a Roseate Tern amongst the commoner Arctic, Sandwich
and Common Terns. It is not easy as the birds keep disappearing behind the
harbour wall but we pick a landmark and when Julian sees one he shouts and
we do see this pale tern with this ‘primary wedge’ he described, but briefly!
It is all smiles as we have persevered and Julian knew our planned trip
to Coquet Island would produce better (hopefully!) – it is a challenge but
a good one. It is getting late and around 6pm we return to our hotel with
three quarters of an hour to spare before dinner, which is useful after this
long day.
Day 5

Today is going to be one of the highlights of the week – a full day on The
Farnes visiting tremendous sea cliffs and two of their bigger islands. After
an earlier breakfast than normal we set off for Seahouses, which is only 8
miles away and takes a little over 15 minutes. Julian drops everyone off at the
harbour and then goes and sorts out the boat tickets followed by the fees
for landing in two of the islands – Staple and Inner Farne. We have about
half an hour before we are boarding so we wander into town for a while
with Stephen looking out into the bay where he sees several Eider plus
Curlew, Common Redshank and lots of Oystercatchers. A little before our
expected departure we walk out on to the quay, boarding the very busy
tripper boat and setting off towards the islands.
The crossing starts well with a fairly close fly-by Gannet, followed by a Little
Tern with both Guillemot and Razorbill sat on the water. Then we see our
first of 1000’s of Puffins, with them swimming around in the channel and
as we get closer to the sea cliffs the densities of these auks get exponentially
bigger. We head for our first mooring at Staple along with the other boats
and there is a swell, which could make our alighting a little interesting but
we all manage without incident.
Once on the island we are ‘kids in a sweet shop’ as our cameras are
continually aimed at something, be it a stunning view or an equally stunning
(and very close) bird. It is difficult to stop taking photographs but Stephen
rightly says this also needs to be enjoyed and remembered not just from
behind a viewfinder. It is not just about seabirds as Barbara with Julian find
a Water Pipit carrying food to its nest around one of the small buildings.
Around noon we are back on board the vessel and we now make a small
cruise up towards the rocks and low cliffs that rise out of the North Sea
around this archipelago and the sight, sound and smell is an arrest on the
senses. The numbers of nesting Puffins, Guillemots, Razorbills, Kittiwakes and
Shags is astonishing with every ledge and crevice being taken by one of these
seabirds. We continue to cruise around the small islands seeing more
of its spectacle plus numbers of Grey Seals, with some ‘hauled out’. There
are also Herring and Lesser Black-backed Gulls looking for an easy meal
as they prey on the auks, eggs and young – harsh but it is the natural world.

Seabird rookeries are an incredible experience and one we tend to take for
granted in the UK being one of the world's great avian spectacles. We are
getting it by the bucket load.
After nearly an hour our skipper heads south down this island chain until
we reach one of the southernmost islands – Inner Farne and this is ternland!
We are enthralled by Sable with its auks, shags and guillemots but the
constant noise and barrage from the predominant Arctic Terns is just
unbelievable. Inner Farne has a network of boardwalks around the island
to protect the breeding birds but the tern chicks just don't care. These cuties
of all shapes and sizes sit around waiting for their parents to bring food and
blend in well with the wooden slats – consequently there are the occasional
fatality from clumsy humans. Larger Sandwich Terns are also breeding
on Inner Farne along with Common Tern, Black-headed Gull, Puffin,
Guillemot and Razorbill. This is also home to St Cuthbert’s Chapel – home
to the story of these islands legendary heroine, Grace Darling and well worth
a visit. We wander round individually or in couples having our own personal
experiences with our ‘feathered friends’. Puffins with beaks full of sprats, birds
feeding their young, being dive-bombed by the aggressive Arctic Terns
(or worse!). It is getting towards our leaving time and Julian gets to the jetty
ahead of the rest and decides to check the nearby Arctic Terns in the
hope of finding a much, much rarer Roseate. This was not to be, but
he does get some compensation from finding a Turnstone feeding in the
exposed seaweed.
Eventually our boat arrives and slightly behind schedule we board and head
straight for the mainland – we are all pretty tired after such a long, hot day
out on The Farnes. This was always touted as being the highlight of our week
being based around this excursion and it certainly does not disappoint and
understandably why it is most people’s ‘place of the trip’. Late afternoon
we return straight back to the hotel a little earlier than normal but noone
minded at all, giving us time to relax and reflect on our own personal
memories from this extraordinary day.
Day 6

This is our inland day to Kielder Forest and Dam with a few additions
promised by our guide and with a fine day forecast we set off a little after
9am. A few miles out of Embleton we get a surprise as a Field Vole runs
across the road in front of the minibus. Evina is spot on when she says
it won’t last long doing things like that, but it’s certainly survived this time.
The landscape starts to change once we begin to leave the coast with rolling
hills and moorland. The road continues to be winding and narrow
as we head south and west eventually reaching the main road to Otterburn
and we then turn off for Elsdon. We bypass this village heading back out
over open moorland with some conifer plantations and stop at Winter’s
Gibbet. This is a fully formed hangman’s gibbet and quite morbidly fascinating

being in full view of the surrounding area. We go for a closer look seeing
a family of Stonechats and a few Meadow Pipits along the short track
– it is a very eerie start to the day but a great detour.
Back in the bus we drive back to Elsdon seeing a roadside Kestrel before
continuing to Otterburn and the site of a famous 14th Century battle
between the Scots and the English. A little beyond the town Julian stops
at a rest house where he has promised us refreshments and a comfort break,
all of which are delivered. However, this establishment also has a small piece
of privately-owned mixed woodland associated with it and we are given
permission to walk the purpose made trail. This is apparently a good site for
Red Squirrel but we don’t find any, just a couple of dreys. Although
we do get super views of Spotted Flycatcher plus Goldcrest and Lesser
Redpoll – all of which are new to the list. We walk back to the Inn where
we then see a pair of Common Buzzards and set off again towards
Kielder Forest.
It isn’t long before we are turning off the main road on to a ‘forest track’ that
takes us through the forest, then over some classic upland moor. Sadly this
drive is pretty quiet for wildlife as there has obviously been a lot of logging
activity and disturbance, which must have affected things. It has also now
become overcast with higher winds, which must be contributing to the lack
of species, although we do see a Tree Pipit, which is again new to the bird
list. Eventually we reach the parking area associated with Kielder Castle and
it’s now lunchtime so we find a vacant picnic table and settle down to our
respective sandwiches. Again, it is generally quiet but there are a few
Chaffinches and Siskins flying around, although we don’t get a chance to see
them land. After lunch we are given a wee bit of time to look round and visit
the castle information centre before having to continue our circular route
around the huge Kielder reservoir.
Our next destination along the edge of the dam is Leiplish Water Park,
where we stop in the parking area, grab our telescopes and walk to the
waters edge. Julian knows where to look and quickly says “there’s an Osprey
on the nest!” We follow his directions and see this speck in the distance that
is a nesting platform stuck up above the forest with a nest and bird stood
on it. It is that far away we are not sure it’s not in Scotland! As we are
laughing about this Julian then says “well what about this one?” as another
adult Osprey flies right past us along the edge of the dam, this one
is unquestionable and its smiles all round. We stay here for a while longer
but our guide is keen for us to visit the Red Squirrel hide just a few hundred
metres away. We follow the edge of the dam stopping to scan for raptors
and again find Ospreys, in fact there are at least three in the area, which
is brilliant. In fact there is quite a lot of activity with a couple of Ravens,
Sparrowhawk and Common Buzzard flying around. We need to press

on and soon after get to the hide, with Julian hearing the ‘chup, chup, chup’
of Common Crossbill. He only gets to see a couple in flight, whereas
Stephen spots a male at the top of a nearby conifer before it departs over
the extensive forest – brilliant. At the hide we are greeted to the sight and
sound of lots of birds, which are mainly Chaffinch, but also good numbers of
Siskin – no wonder we have struggled to find any before, they are all here!
Feeding on the ground below the seed holders are a couple of Stock Dove
plus there are the odd Greenfinch, Coal, Great and Blue Tit. Stephen now
says “Red Squirrel” and points upwards out the side window – apparently it’s
run up a nearby tree. So Julian suggests quietly going outside the hide where
we get a good view of this beautiful, very Red Squirrel sat eating a nut just
above head height. Unfortunately, after about a minute it drops back down
and disappears from everyone’s view but still it is another success.
It is now late afternoon and Julian says we need to start and head back
to the hotel so once back at the minibus we drive again south along the
reservoir and then along the River North Tyne. We make a quick stop along
here looking primarily for Goosander but sadly none are showing but
we do see a couple of Curlew and several Oystercatchers in fields on the
other side. Our journey continues and back out into open farmland
we go through many very quaint villages and towns. Just before Hepple
we stop at a bridge over the Coquet River where Stephen and Julian find
a party of Long-tailed Tits, a single Coal Tit and two Redshanks along the
edge of the river. Although the most notable thing was a bank of gorgeous
Raspberry bushes dripping with fruit, which would have made a delicious
dessert for our evening meal. This is our final stop before the hotel and get
back in good time for a very welcome freshen up before the obligatory
checklist followed by our penultimate evening meal, which again is excellent.
Day 7

Today is all about our final boat journey around the small tern and auk
covered Coquet Island. The forecast is decent all day apart from high winds
and David (Gray) is confident of a sailing, which is especially pleasing as it has
been cancelled in previous years. An early start of 07:15 and we drive out
along the coastal route south to the small harbour town of Amble and park
at the jetty with plenty of time before sailing. The tide is high and on the old
jetty we see Herring, Lesser Black-backed and Black-headed Gulls, Sandwich
Tern, Eider and Oystercatchers. Eventually the boat arrives with young David
at the helm along with another crew member/friend. It is such a bizarre
family business that has operated for years and Julian is spot on saying it's like
characters out of ‘Last of the Summer Wine!’
We set off and very slowly chug across to this wee island which is dominated
by a lighthouse at the south end. The seabirds start to appear close to the
boat, with lots of Puffins and Guillemots on the water and the odd Gannet,
Fulmar and Kittiwake flying by. The whole island is surrounded by birds that

look like insects buzzing around spilt sugar – just incredible and as we get
close we start to really see the tern and auk colony in its glorious entirety.
Arctic, Common and Sandwich Terns fly back and forth with Julian managing
to pick out a couple of Roseate Terns before getting to the south end.
This is where all the UK’s nesting Roseate Terns breed and the RSPB needs
to make sure this haven is fully protected hence there is no landing on this
island owned by the Duke of Northumberland. David is both a skilled
boatman and knows where the birds breed and soon we are within metres
of several of these beautiful birds. It is another fabulous experience of sight,
sound and smell, something a camera cannot always convey but a memory
can – and we are getting bucket loads! The trip is just an hour and all too
quickly we are heading back to Amble quay with us seeing a few
Red-breasted Mergansers on the way back. Eventually we reach our mooring
and alight ready to head back to the hotel for breakfast. We are a little
ahead of schedule and by 09:45 we are all sat at our usual table enjoying
some much needed nourishment.
After breakfast Julian has a plan to drive the short distance to the golf course
and walk the coastal path to Newton Pools. The weather is really pleasant
now and it’s a lovely view over to Dunstanburgh Castle as we set off.
The kilometre walk is most notable for passerines as we get excellent views
of Yellowhammer, Reed Bunting, Meadow Pipit, Pied Wagtail, Sedge and
Willow Warbler. Julian hears the brief ‘reel’ of a Grasshopper Warbler but
sadly stops almost immediately. Along the track we see our first
Green-veined White and Helen sees some Cinnabar Moth caterpillars on the
ragwort. We soon reach the reedbed pool and call into the hides seeing
mainly Mallard but also Little Grebe, Grey Herons, Little Grebe, Common
Coot and Gadwall. We now move into the wader scrape, where we are
greeted by lots of Greylag Geese and more of the same wildfowl on the
shallow pool. We scan the muddy fringes finding several Common Redshank,
plenty of Lapwing with young and a Dunlin, but Julian spots what he thinks
is a juvenile Yellow Wagtail. We move our position to get a better view and
soon find a few of these ‘flava’ wagtails including a very smart adult male.
A Quail is calling from the field behind the scrape but as it wasn’t too audible
only Julian and Katy heard it clearly, which is pretty frustrating for the rest
of us. It is now time for Julian to make the walk back to the golf course
leaving us to continue round to Low Newton and wait for his arrival with the
minibus – what a trooper!
About 40 minutes later our guide arrives into the parking area at Low
Newton and after clearing up a Curlew/Whimbrel debate we set off north
towards Seahouses. We drive through the coastal town and beyond
to Bamburgh, which is dominated by its fabulous castle, which looks
incredibly impressive. At the turning to the golf course we turn off and drive
the minor road to Stag Rocks where we park and break out the picnic

lunches. We utilise the local benches, armed with our lunch and scopes
scanning the rocks and sea in front of us. The conditions are brilliant for
seawatching not being too bright and for the next hour we see plenty of the
regular seabirds in the area but no ‘hope-for’ cetaceans. Mid-afternoon
we climb back into the vehicle and continue on to the parking area on the
edge of Budle Bay.
The tide is still out as we start to search the extensive mud flats and quickly
find lots of Common Redshank, Curlew, Black-tailed Godwits, Dunlin,
Shelduck, Black-headed, Herring and Lesser Black-backed Gulls. Julian
is carefully looking at the Curlews and eventually finds a Whimbrel, which
was expected, but it is great to get a close comparison with its commoner
cousin. The looking continues with Julian then saying he has found a distant
Spoonbill amongst the Little Egrets. It’s not easy to make out as its feeding
and we cannot see the head but Stephen is vigilant and does get
a sighting of its diagnostic bill before it goes to sleep – something Spoonbills
tend to do a lot! It is now late afternoon and Evina reminds our guide
of a potential earlier finish to pack so with one new site in mind we climb
again back into the bus and head north. Just before we reach the causeway
to Holy Island we take a minor road to Fenham Flats driving all the way
down to the end and parking. Here a two-storey hide overlooks these
mudflats and we spend some time scanning this area seeing much of the
same species as Budle Bay. It is a lovely situation with fantastic views over
to Lindisfarne and a potential for some excellent birding as the rising tide
pushes the waders and wildfowl closer to the hide. Stephen decides
he would check the local fields and is rewarded with our only Brown Hare
of the week along with Tree Sparrows and more Yellow Wagtails. It is now
time to leave and we retrace our journey back to Embleton with plenty
of time before dinner to freshen up and start our packing for the following
morning’s journey home. After our final excellent dinner we convene in the
sitting room where we go through the nightly ritual of the checklist and also
our highlights of the week, which are quite varied – always an indication
of a good week, which is definitely what we have had.
Day 8

Nothing on today as after our final breakfast, we are leaving to go our
separate ways - we say ‘goodbye and thank you’ to Julian for what has been
a terrific and interesting week.

Species of the Trip:
Stephen - Puffin
Barbara - Long-billed Dowitcher
Evina - Red Squirrel
Helen - Shag
Katy - Puffin
Julian - Great Skua
Place of the Trip:
Barbara - Winter’s Gibbet
Evina - Farne Islands
Helen - Rupert’s Wood
Katy - Farne Islands
Julian - Boulmer Beach
Magic Moment:
Stephen - Finding the Dowitcher
Barbara - Walking on to the Farne Islands
Evina - Finding the Dowitcher
Helen - The mass of Chaffinches and Siskins at the feeders
Katy - Gannets plunge diving for fish in the North Sea
Julian - Stephen spotting the Little Owl at Druridge Pools

BIRDS
Little Grebe
Slavonian Grebe
Great Crested Grebe
Manx Shearwater
Fulmar
Gannet
Cormorant
Shag
Grey Heron
Little Egret
Great White Egret
Spoonbill
Mute Swan
Canada Goose
Greylag Goose
Barnacle Goose
Brent Goose (dark-bellied)
Shelduck
Wigeon
Teal
Gadwall
Mallard
Common Pochard
Tufted Duck
Eider
Common Scoter
Red-breasted Merganser
Osprey
Common Buzzard
Sparrowhawk
Kestrel
Pheasant
Moorhen
Coot
Water Rail (heard only)
Quail (heard only)
Oystercatcher
Avocet
Lapwing
Little Ringed Plover
Ringed Plover
Dunlin
Knot
Snipe

Black-tailed Godwit
Bar-tailed Godwit
Whimbrel
Curlew
Common Redshank
Green Sandpiper
Common Sandpiper
Long-billed Dowitcher
Turnstone
Great Skua
Arctic Skua
Black-headed Gull
Common Gull
Lesser Black-backed Gull
Herring Gull
Great Black-backed Gull
Kittiwake
Little Gull
Sandwich Tern
Little Tern
Common Tern
Arctic Tern
Roseate Tern
Guillemot
Razorbill
Puffin
Stock Dove
Feral Pigeon
Woodpigeon
Collared Dove
Little Owl
Common Swift
Great Spotted Woodpecker (heard only)
Skylark
Sand Martin
Swallow
House Martin
Meadow Pipit
Tree Pipit
Rock Pipit
Yellow Wagtail
Pied Wagtail
Wren
Dunnock

Robin
Northern Wheatear
Black Redstart
Blackbird
Song Thrush
Sedge Warbler
Eurasian Reed Warbler
Grasshopper Warbler
Whitethroat
Blackcap
Willow Warbler
Chiffchaff
Goldcrest
Spotted Flycatcher
Long-tailed Tit
Coal Tit
Blue Tit
Great Tit
Nuthatch (heard only)
Jackdaw
Rook
Carrion Crow
Raven
Starling
House Sparrow
Tree Sparrow
Chaffinch
Goldfinch
Greenfinch
Bullfinch
Siskin
Linnet
Lesser Redpoll
Common Crossbill
Yellowhammer
Reed Bunting

MAMMALS
Rabbit
Brown Hare
Red Squirrel
Hedgehog
Field Vole
Grey Seal
Common Seal
REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS
Common Toad
BUTTERFLIES & INSECTS
Small White
Green-veined White
Ringlet
Meadow Brown
Common Blue
Small Tortoiseshell
Blue-tailed Damsel
Common Blue Damsel
6-spot Burnet
Yellow Underwing moth
Cinnabar Moth Caterpillars
NOTABLE PLANTS
Common Spotted Orchid
Northern Marsh Orchid
Red Campion
Ragged Robin
Bloody Crane’s-bill
Harebell
Thrift
Common Centaury
Ragwort
Total Species: 152

Total Birds: 124

